Alcoholism is the third leading cause of preventable mortality in the world. In the last decades a 17 large body of experimental data has paved the way to a clearer knowledge of the specific 18 molecular targets through which ethanol (EtOH) acts on brain circuits. Yet how these multiple 19 mechanisms play together to result in a dysregulated dopamine (DA) release under alcohol 20 influence remains unclear. In this manuscript, we delineate potential circuit-level mechanisms 21 responsible for EtOH-dependent increase and dysregulation of DA release from the ventral 22 tegmental area (VTA) into nucleus accumbens (Nac). For this purpose, we build a circuit model 23 of the VTA composed of DA and GABAergic neurons, that integrate external Glutamatergic 24 (Glu) inputs to result in DA release. In particular, we reproduced a non-monotonic dose 25 dependence of DA neurons firing activity on EtOH: an increase in firing at small to intermediate 26 doses and a drop below baseline (alcohol-free) levels at high EtOH concentrations. Our 27 simulations predict that a certain level of synchrony is necessary for the firing rate increase 28 produced by EtOH. Moreover, EtOH's effect on the DA neuron's firing rate and, consequently, 29 DA release can reverse depending on the average activity level of the Glu afferents to VTA. 30 Further, we propose a mechanism for emergence of transient (phasic) DA peaks and the increase 31 in their frequency in EtOH. Phasic DA transients result from DA neuron population bursts, and 32 these bursts are enhanced in EtOH. These results suggest the role of synchrony and average 33 activity level of Glu afferents to VTA in shaping the phasic and tonic DA release under the acute 34 influence of EtOH and in normal conditions. 35 36 37
Introduction 38
Alcoholism is the third leading cause of preventable mortality in the world (Mokdad et al. 39 2004) and causes 2.5 million deaths per year. In the last decades a large body of experimental 40
data has paved the way to a clearer knowledge of the specific molecular targets through which 41 ethanol (EtOH) acts on brain circuits (Morikawa et al. 2010) . 42 Multiple observations suggest that the behaviors associated with EtOH (seeking, 43 consumption, etc) are at least partially dependent on the mesolimbic Dopamine (DA) system, 44 e.g. it has been shown that DA 1 receptor blockade in NAc suppresess EtOH consumption ( Dyr 45 et al. 1993, and Samson et al. 1993 and Gonzales et al. 2004) . Acute EtOH has been largely 46
shown to produce rapid increase of DA concentration in NAc, a brain region crucial for 47 cognitive processing of reward and reinforcement learning, and hence with a significant role in 48 addiction (Yim, H. J et al. 2000) . Such an effect is thought to be due to the alcohol influence on 49 the DA neurons in the Ventral Tegmental Area (VTA) that project directly to the NAc ( Pierce et 50 al. 2006 ). More specifically, after acute alcohol injection, NAc DA shows a significantly more 51 frequent (as compared to alcohol-free control) high-amplitude transient peaks of concentration 52 (Covey et al. 2014) . Such changes in the dopamine release pattern stems from the effect of 53 alcohol on the firing activity of DA neurons in the VTA. Alcohol, by modifying their dynamics 54 and computational properties, produces a dysregulation in DA levels in NAc characterized by 55
high-amplitude fluctuations. In turn these phasic fluctuations may lead to increased motivational 56 valence for drug-seeking. 57
In this manuscript we delineate potential circuit-level mechanisms responsible for EtOH-58 dependent increase and dysregulation of DA release to NAc. For this purpose we build a circuit 59 model of the VTA composed of DA and GABAergic neurons, that integrate external 60
Glutamatergic inputs to result in dopamine released by DAergic neurons at their target sites. 61
In particular, we concentrate on the way EtOH shows a non-monotonic effect on DA 62 neurons firing activity: an increase in the firing rate at relatively small doses and a drop below 63 baseline (alcohol-free) levels at high EtOH concentrations. Furthermore, we propose a 64 mechanism for the increase in DA neurons phasic activity due to EtOH. Finally, we focus on the 65 effect of EtOH on DA concentration dynamics, by analyzing the emergence of high-amplitude 66 transient peaks produced by activity of a heterogeneous population of DAergic neurons in the 67 VTA. 68 We investigate how these features can be reproduced by considering only EtOH effects on 69
DAergic neuron proprieties (input conductances and intrinsic currents), not considering the 70 effects of EtOH on activity patterns of neural populations projecting to DAergic neurons in the 71 VTA (eg. PFC). The latter is a subject of a separate study. 72
Following experimental observations, we model major targets EtOH on DAergic neurons 73 (Morikawa et al. 2010), i.e. on their intrinsic properties and on the synaptic receptors activated 74 by the external inputs. Regarding the first one, we calibrate the model according to in vitro 75 experiments. We thus calibrate EtOH effects on the intrinsic conductances (HCN and GIRK) 76
according to measurements on EtOH action on DAergic neuron firing rate. Regarding DA 77 neuron ligand-gated ion channels responsible for integrating external inputs, we simulate ETOH 78 effect by a calibrated increase in the AMPA-to-NMDA ratio and in the GABA conductance as 79 suggested in Morikawa et al. (2010) . 80
All together, this extrapolation from experimental evidences will permit us to exploit a 81 circuit model computing EtOH effects on VTA at various concentration. In particular, we will 82 describe the way VTA processes, under different EtOH doses, external glutamatergic (Glu) 83
inputs for dopamine release. 84
In the next section, we briefly describe the circuitry we model for DAergic neuron activity 85 simulation and EtOH effects. The Results section is then divided in three parts. In part 1 we 86 report simulations showing the model's capability to reproduce a inverted U-shape of EtOH 87 effect on DA neuron activity observed in in vivo measurements: an increase in VTA DAergic 88 neuron average firing rate at relatively low ETOH concnetrations, followed by a decrease at high 89 concnetrations. Interestingly, our simluations predict that the EtOH effects on DA neuron 90 bursting require Glu inputs to DA neurons to be synchronized so as to produce a temporally 91 varying levels of DA neuron activity. Our modelling results show that Glu inputs to the VTA 92 need to be synchronized and variable in time in order to produce increased DA cell bursting due 93
to EtOH intake. Synchronization in AMPA inputs generates higher values of AMPA EPSC. 94
Nevertheless, the effect here described does not depend on the amount of AMPA current flowing 95
in DA neurons but on the variability of such current in time as due to synchronous inputs. In 96 order to emphasize this effect we analyse a reduced model where we increase input 97 synchronization but we change AMPA conductance in order to keep fixed the average amount of 98 AMPA current flowing in DA neuron. We show that the olnly increase in synchronization and 99 variability in AMPA inputs yields a transition to high rate phasic activity in DA neurons. 100
We describe how a greater hyperpolarizing GABA tone (as driven by EtOH) can increase 101
DA neuron bursting (as measured by percentage of spikes within bursts, SWB between them that we define as a free parameter. In order to construct such synchrony, we force 127
a certain fraction f s of such neurons to fire almost simultaneously (their firing events are 128 randomly distributed in a 5ms time window) in certain time windows (see method for more 129 details and Fig.1A as an example). These inputs, projecting to the VTA, are thus characterized 130 by two main parameters: the average firing rate (common to all units) ν Glu and their level of 131 variability taking into account synchronization. This excitatory activity furnishes inputs to the 132 VTA through AMPA and NMDA receptors located on both GABA and DA neurons. The latter 133 receive also an inhibitory input through GABA A receptors (see method section). In Fig.1A we 134
show a cartoon of such circuitry. 
145
The cascade of excitatory inputs is processed by the VTA local circuit, whose output ( 
174
We report firing rate and burst measure (fraction of spikes within bursts, see methods). On lower panels, we report 175 the voltage trace of the DA neuron for three different EtOH concentrations ( 0, 1.5 and 3 g/Kg). On the right, we 180 We 
DAergic neuron firing rate shows U-shaped dependence on EtOH concentration

EtOH boosts DA neuron burstiness mediated by synchronization of Glu inputs
Experimental studies have shown that EtOH increases burstiness in DAergic neuron firing 202
activity (Morikawa et al. 2010) . We thus set out to understand how glutamatergic input 203 variability may impact the ETOH effects on the burstiness (measured as percentage of spikes 204 within bursts, SWB, see methods) of the DA neuron and to understand the mechanisms for any 205 eventual differences. 206
First of all, a visual inspection of simulated DAneuron voltage traces in Fig. 2 , shows 207 substantial difference between the two cases of higher and lower Glu input synchronization 208 level. In fact, in the case with low input variability EtOH does not increase DA cell 209
burstiness. In effect, we surmise that under asynchronous glutamatergic drive, EtOH 210 increases only the DA neuron tonic activity. We can clearly see that for higher 211 synchronization levels in Glutamatergic inputs the situation is markedly different. For this 212 case, when EtOH concentrations are relatively high, the DA neuron firing pattern is 213 characterized by the presence of bursts with a high intra--burst firing rate (>12 Hz) and 214 periods of tonic activity with low firing frequency (1--6 Hz). By measuring the number of 215 spikes within burst (SWB) at various EtOH concentrations, we observe a monotonic 216 increase in burstiness for the quasi--synchronous input case as a function of EtOH 217 concentration. We can understand the mechanism as follows: the phasic firing periods of 218
DAergic neuron (bursts) are induced by synchronous AMPA EPSPs, and these are amplified 219
by EtOH through an AMPA conductance increase. At high EtOH concentrations (e.g.3g/Kg), 220
an increase in GABA conductance on DA neurons starts to dominate (e.g. see above for the 221 firing rate effects). Nevertheless, such an increase selectively inhibits DA neuron spikes 222 driven by the tonic AMPA rather then those induced by synchronous AMPA barrages, for 223 which much higher GABA conductance values are necessary. As a result, DAergic neuron 224 spikes that are part of phasic firing periods are maintained also at high EtOH concentration, 225 when GABA conductance is increased, while tonic periods of firing are inhibited. This acts 226
to further boost the fraction of spikes within bursts at EtOH concentrations that decrease 227 the overall average firing rate. In fact, this separable effect on the tonic and phasic DA cell 228
firing by EtOH under partially synchronous glutamatergic input is a prediction of our 229 model. 230 231
Glu input synchronization increases DA neuron sensitivity to EtOH
While we showed that for a partially synchronized glutamatergic input, EtOH robustly 234 increases the burst firing in DA neurons as a function of the dose, we wanted to understand how 235 do different levels of synchronization affect DA neuron sensitivity to EtOH. In order to do so we 236 simulated our model with Glu inputs that had progressively higher fraction of synchronized 237
sources of AMPA EPSC's while keeping inhibitory GABA and excitatory NMDA inputs fixed. 238
This unrealistic model (Glutamatergic inputs should activate also NMDA channels) permits 239 us to elucidate the mechanism of cooperation between input synchronization and the increase on 240
AMPA conductance after EtOH. Furthermore, in order to emphasize the net effect of Glu input 241 synchronization, AMPA conductance is changing together with the fraction of synchronous units 242 f s , in order to keep constant the average AMPA current received by the DA neuron and 243
investigate the effect of synchronization only. 244 245 246 
255
Our simulations showed that, past a critical synchronization level (as defined by f s ), both 256
the firing rate and burstiness increase abruptly ( Fig. 3 upper panels) . In particular, for f s = 10%, 257
DAergic neuron exhibits a transition to bursting dynamics (in the sense of a sharp increase in the 258 burst measure). We further compared the effect of AMPA synchronization across different 259 values of tonic GABA input (Figure 3 lower panels). We find that with increased GABA 260 conductance the qualitative pattern does not change, yet the level of burstiness is significantly 261
increased. In fact, we see generally that above a critical Glu synchronization level, DA cell 262
bursting increases with increasing GABA conductance. Hence our simulations imply amplified 263 sensitivity of DAergic neurons to input synchronization for higher GABA input strength. In 264 other words, the more is the DA neuron inhibited, the more sensitive its burstiness is to 265 synchronous vs. asynchronous excitatory inputs. On the other hand, bottom left panel of Fig. 3  266 shows that increased GABA conductance monotonically depresses the DA neuron average firing 267 rate, albeit stronger for asynchronous Glu inputs. In Fig 3 lower average firing rate on EtOH influence. We show that, while for relatively low values of ν Glu we 307 observe the U-shaped curve of the DA firing rate as a function of the EtOH dose (as we reported 308 above), in conditions of high ν Glu , EtOH has a monotonic inhibitory effect on DA average firing 309
activity. We propose that this is due to an increase in the tonic component of the AMPA 310 conductance during EtOH administration, which, as we have shown before, can silence DA 311 neurons by driving it into depolarization block (Ha and Kuznetsov, 2013 antiphase with incoming inputs. Hence, the overall conclusion is that higher Glu input levels 340
together with EtOH administration change the relative coherence structure of the DA cell 341 activity: switching it from in phase to out of phase with respect to the cortical activity. This 342 phase/antiphase effect is much clearer considering slower input rate oscillations like delta waves. 343
In fact, in the case of theta oscillations (right column) this effect is less visible and it seems that 344
there is a non trivial relationship between oscillation frequencies of Glutamatergic inputs and the 345 typical time scales of DA neuron intrinsic activity. Nevertheless, even for these fater input 346 frequencies we observe that EtOH changes the coherence between DA and Glutamatergic 347 activity. 348 349 Above we have established how acute EtOH together with glutamatergic inputs leads to 360 complex response patterns from a single DA neuron. Yet we know that the VTA is composed of 361 heterogeneous DA neuron population, whose firing activity regulates the overall DA released. 362
We thus analyze effects of EtOH on DA release from the VTA as a whole by modeling a 363 heterogeneous population of DA neurons in the VTA. We further model spike-based dopamine 364 release for the single DA neurons (see methods section for model details) with the overall DA 365 release modeled as the superposition of these spike-based dopamine transients. Our working 366
hypothesis is that significant increases that are observed in DA concentrations are due to 367 simultaneous firing of DAergic neurons that generate transient peaks of the overall DA release. 368
Hence we hypothesize that synchronization of VTA DA neurons is key to DA release dynamics.
369
Consistent with data (REF) we consider mutual coupling between VTA DA neurons as not being 370 significant, hence it is only common external drive to them that could act as a synchronizing 371
mechanism. If such drive is tonic, i.e. input signal shows little variability (due to a low level of 372 synchronization) DA units with heterogeneous proprieties will not synchronize their firing times. 373
In fact, heterogeneous neuron population receiving time-invariant common inputs would emit 374 spikes depending on their specific proprieties. On the contrary, a transient peak in excitatory 375
input would kick all DA units' voltage toward the spiking threshold, thus generating a 376 synchronous population burst. In order to test this hypothesis, we simulated 100 DA neurons all 377
receiving common glutamatergic inputs characterized by a certain level of synchronization 378
(f s =14%, see Fig.1 ) and whose heterogeneity was implemented by individual changes in the 379 leakage current picked randomly from a uniform distribution in [0.13:0.23] mS/cm 2 (see 380 methods). This ensured that these DA neurons differed in their intrinsic excitability. The DA 381
release is calculated as outlined in the Methods. Our simulations indeed show an inverted U-382 curve for the average DA release (averaged over a sufficiently long time scale to obtain a reliable 383 average measure, i.e. at least one minute in our simulations), with a maximal DA release at an 384 intermadiate EtOH concentration (Fig. 6) . The mechanisms standing behind this inverted U 385 shape is the same discussed for the average firing rate of a single DA neuron (see Fig.2 ). 386
Furthermore, by sampling DA concentration with bins of 180 ms we calculate distributions of 387 the DA levels over an extended period (5 minutes, Fig. XXX) . In particular, the figure shows the 388 probablility distributions at low and intermediate EtOH concentrations (around the optimal 389 dose). The distributions are scaled by the mean (which is also EtOH concentration dependent) to 390 emphasize the changes in the width. We see that while in control, DA concentrations are 391
Gaussian distributed around their mean, at the optimal ETOH dose, the distribution shows a 392 large right tail, meaning that there is a significant number of large DA amplitude episodes. 393
Accordingly, the variability in the DA release time trace (Fig. XX) for this as they increase firing activity throughout the simulation including asynchronous 413
intervals. 414
Eventually, at EtOH doses above the optimum, EtOH-induced increase in GABA input 415 inhibits tonic background asynchronous activity of the DA population, thus reducing basal DA 416 levels. Nevertheless, the synchronous population bursts of DA neurons are only little affected by 417
EtOH (as described in previous section, see Fig. 2 and 3) . Accordingly, at high EtOH doses DA 418 release is characterized by a lower baseline level but still amplified transient DA peaks. 419 Again, variability and synchronization in input structure turns out to be a crucial ingredient 420
for evoking transient peaks in DA release. In cooperation with EtOH influence, such correlations 421 in input structure have a double effect. On one side, they permit EtOH to evoke phasic firing 422 episodes in single DA units (see Fig.2 ) and, on the other side, to synchronize these phasic 423 episodes, thus yielding transient peaks in DA release from VTA. 424 425 Dopamine release. In particular, we focused on the way external Glutamatergic inputs are 440 processed by VTA and then converted into Dopamine release, as a meaningful output projecting 441
to NAc regulating reward proprieties and, ultimately, addiction. 442
By following experimental measures we derived EtOH dependent values of conductance of 443 HCN channels and GIRK current able to reproduce input independent effects of EtOH observed 444 in vitro (see method section). We then calibrated EtOH effects on DA neuron input 445 conductances, i.e. AMPA and GABA. 446
Such a model is able to reproduce EtOH effects at the level of single DAergic neuron and 447
at the level of their collective activity, i.e. their DA release from VTA to the Nucleus Accumbens 448 (NAc).
449
In particular, the model correctly predicts the concentration dependent effect of EtOH on 450 DA neuron firing pattern, i.e. an increase in phasic (bursting) activity and an increase of average 451 firing rate followed by a decrease at high EtOH concentrations. 452
The mechanism proposed is based on the interplay of EtOH targets and Glutmatergic input 453 synchronization. In particular, synchronized inputs generate DA neuron phasic activity periods, 454 whose magnitude and frequency of appearance is increased from AMPA conductance increase 455
from EtOH. Furthermore, the decrease of DA activity is due to delayed activation of GABA 456 conductance at higher EtOH concentration, inhibiting tonic DA neuron period of firing.
457
At the level of population activity, the model reproduces an increase in transient peacks of 458
Dopamine release, that has been reported to be a robust and distinctive effect of EtOH and other 459 drugs. 460
The mechanism here proposed is based synchronous inputs drive the synchronization of 461 these phasic periods between different DA neurons, that would be asynchronous otherwise due 462 to their heterogeneity. Synchronization of DAergic neurons after reward events has been 463 reported in the midbrain by Joshua et al. (2009) . Our model predicts this to be the case also in the 464 VTA after acute EtOH injection and, more generally, as a result of addictive drugs. 465
The mechanism of synchronization relies on EtOH-mediated enhancement of AMPAR 466 current that increases the probability to evoke spikes in response to synchronous Glu 467
pulses. Complementary mechanism of EtOH-mediated synchronization of DA neurons in case 468 they receive noisy correlated Glu inputs is discussed in our previous work ( Another possible mechanism is based on GABA neurons activity in the VTA. It has been 502
shown that GABA neurons average rate decreases after EtOH injection (Stobbs et al. 2014 ). This 503 has the effect of increasing DA neurons activity through dishinibition. Accordingly, the decrease 504 of afferent excitation to the VTA could increase DA neuron firing rate through this dishinibition 505
mechanism. In our model this is not the case as the effect of the direct decrease of excitation to 506
DAergic neuron is stronger then dishinibition. 507
Nevertheless, even hypothesising this to be the case (through some model parameter 508 arrangement), the decrease of average PFC rate would yield an increase in tonic activity of DA 509
neurons and not in their phasic periods, responsible for DA transients in NAc. Accordingly, 510
based on these observations and our modelling results, we predict that EtOH (and it might be the 511
case for other drugs) should affect coherence and synchronization proprieties in cortical regions. 512
Furthermore, an increase in synchronization in inputs received by VTA would synchronize also 513
GABA neurons, which have been reported to boost phasic DA neuron activity when they 514 synchronize with each others (Morozova et al. J. Neurophysiology 2016). 515
In conclusion, the circuit model here presented is able, from the one side, to reproduce the 516 observed effect of Ethanol on DA neurons activity and their DA release and, on the other side, to 517 make testable prediction. In particular, synchronization of DA neurons after EtOH injection is 518
proposed as the main mechanism for generation of transient peaks of DA concentration in NAc. 519
Moreover, synchronization in cortical VTA afferents is proposed to be a fundamental ingredient 520
for We describe here the circuit model adopted for modeling the VTA, its input and its output. 532 533
Inputs: Glutamatergic population. 534 We use a putative model of the pyramidal cell population in the PFC, generating spike 535 trains of glutamatergic neurons. Such firing pattern is characterized by two main parameters: the 536 level of activity and the correlation between units. Every unit emits spikes according to a 537
Poissonian process with an average firing rate ν Glu . Regarding the units correlation we impose 538 that, during certain time windows, a fraction f s of units emits spikes almost synchronously. In 539 particular, we force them to be randomly confined in a time interval of 5ms. The time duration of 540 synchronous and asynchronous time windows is extracted from a poissonian distribution with 541 the same T s =4s. In the raster plot of Fig.1A we show an example with ν Glu =4Hz, f s =0 and 14% 542
(unit number from 0 to 7, we consider N E =50 Glutamatergic units).
543
In all our simulations the number of units is fixed at N E =50. 544
Changing f s yields a change in fluctuations of Glutamatergic units count number CN(t), i.e. 545
normalized (with respect to the number of units) number of spikes of the all population in time 546
intervals of 50ms (as reported in Fig. 1A ).
547
The excitatory activity in this population will furnish the input to the VTA through AMPA 548 and NMDA receptors located on both GABA and DA neurons. Hence we will convert the spike 549 trains into synaptic inputs keeping track of PFC to VTA input convergence. 550
The dynamics of AMPA and NMDA receptor is the same in both GABA-ergic and DA-551 ergic neurons. What changes in the two neuron types is their maximal AMPA and NMDA 552
conductance. The AMPA current flowing into the DA-ergic neuron (calling V(t) its membrane 553 voltage) is I AMPA,DA =g DA,AMPA p AMPA (t)(E AMPA -V(t)), where g DA,AMPA is the maximal conductance of 554 AMPA receptor on DA-ergic neurons and p AMPA (t) is the gating variable that depends on 555
Glutamatergic units spike train. We use the same notation for NMDA, 556 I NMDA,DA =g DA,NMDA p NMDA (t)(E NMDA -V(t)). Let us define q i the activation variable of unit i in the 557 population of Glutamatergic units. Unit i is active, i.e. with activation variable q i =1 (inactive 558 q i =0), for an amount of time equal to 1 ms around the spiking time. The number of inputs that 559
the neuron receives at time t, say Q i (t), is the sum of q i (t) over all the N E Glu units. Not every 560
input is able to open completely AMPA or NMDA channel, and we use a sigmoidal function to 561 obtain the variable j= 1/(1+e -(Q-9)/1.3 ) that is the fraction of open AMPA and NMDA channels. 562
Then, in order to obtain the gating variable of AMPA and NMDA channels we use the following 563 equations: 564 565 566 567 568 569 570
The gating variable p AMPA (t) is equal to the product of desensitisation and activation variables, 571
i.e. p AMPA (t)=s act s des , while p NMDA (t) is equal to the activation variable. The dynamical evolution of 572
NMDA and AMPA channels differs also for time scale of activation and deactivation, where the 573 last one is much longer in NMDA channels. The input j is a function of the spiking pattern of 574
Glutamatergic pattern, and thus depends on the average firing rate and their synchronization 575 level f s . 576 577 578
VTA circuit: GABAergic population. 579
Voltage dynamics of each GABA neuron is described by Wang-Buszaki model (see 580 appendix I) of fast spiking neurons with a parameter distribution to reflect heterogeneity and 581 coupling will be described by the typical electrical coupling function (Wang and Buzsaki, (1996) 
679
Black curves refear to the case in which we increase AMPA conductance to increase AMPA/NMDA ratio as in Saal 680 et al. while red ones refear to the case in which we decrease NMDA concuctance to obtain the same ratio increase 681 (Input parameters are the same of Fig.1 ).
683 684 Spike within bursts SWB 685
To analyze the bursting features of DAergic neuron we calculate the percentage of spikes within 686 a burst (SWB). This measure is calculated defined on the basis of 5 minutes of simulation time 687
with a minimum 200 spikes in this time interval. Bursts are identified as discrete events 688
consisting of a sequence of spikes with burst onset defined by two consecutive spikes within an 689
interval less than 80 msec, and burst termination defined by an interspike interval greater than 690 160 msec (Grace and Bunney, 1984b). The SWB was calculated as a number of spikes within 691 bursts divided by the total number of spikes. 692 693 694 where the rate cosntatns α x and β x have the following form: The leak current ( I l = g l (E l − v) ) in the model has the reversal potential of -35 mV, which is 782 higher than in the majority of neuron types. In DA neurons, several types of depolarizing, 783
nonselective cation currents are expressed, which likely contribute to depolarization during 784 interspike intervals. The GIRK current I GIRK = g GIRK (E K − v) is modeled as a leak potassium 785 current. The HCN channel I h = g h q(E h − v) depends from the activation variable q that obeys to 786 the following dfferential equation:
where, in the last equation, quantities are measured in ms. 789 790 A1.2 GABA neurons model 791 GABA neuron dynamics obeys the following differential equations: 
